TO ASSEMBLE: Figure 1 shows hanger partially knocked down for compactness in shipping, and in the form in which it will be found when unwrapped. To assemble for use, remove wooden block, and rotate or turn the shade ring at right angles to the side rods (See Fig. 2) and so that rods lie in the two grooves in opposite sides of shade ring. Tighten up nuts "A" snugly. This is important as then nuts and bolts keep hanger rigid and in proper alignment. Attach Heat Bell as shown in Fig. 2.

TO EQUIP HANGER WITH PARCHMENT SHADE: Fasten each of the three parchment shade holder arms (packed separately in an envelope) to shade holder ring. To do so, slip slotted end of each arm thru (Fig. 3) inner side of shade ring, then up and under head of shade holder screw (backing screw up if necessary) until each can be looped over top of shade holder ring. Tighten up each shade holder arm firmly with a screw driver. Arms are purposely made reasonably flexible so that they may be bent slightly if necessary to adjust bottom of shade to right angle of rods. Figure 3 illustrates and describes manner in which top shade ring is fitted to ends of each shade holder arm. Hanger should now be hung to ceiling hook, or attached to sister hooks at cross bar of extension fixture if one is to be used.

TO INSTALL LAMP IN HANGER: Grasp lamp burner base between thumb and fingers (See Fig. 4). Thread chimney upward under shade and into center of shade holder ring; tilt lamp ring at bottom of hanger to give clearance for bowl to pass above ring. Now lower lamp down thru center of lamp ring until chime or flange on bowl rests in ring and lamp will then assume its correct position.

TO REMOVE LAMP FROM HANGER, to light or fill bowl, grasp burner in the same manner as when installing, raise lamp upward, tilt lamp ring to give clearance and remove the lamp thru side of the hanger.

(U. S. Patent No. 1,958,746, May 5, 1934)